Merten and Fee Nominated For Highest Student Office

The following candidates for ASCIT offices. From left to right: first row, Jesse Weil, Urich Merten, John Free, Don Stewart, Bob Stockman; second row, Pete Mason, Ray Covijett, Olle Gardner, Charlie Monroe, Chuck Wiliams, Dave Mason, Allen Marshall; third row, Bill Broome, Ron Eggleton, Bob Karlson, Leon Michaelson, Chuck Miller, Stan Green; fourth row, Rich Smyth, Bill Pugh, Pat Fouts, Alan Huber, Frank Lackeck, Bob Davis, Al Pitman; fifth row, Russ Ingalls, Nura Gray, Bill Wright, Carl Hildredon.

Y-Finance Drive Ends With $2500 GoalIn Sight

With the effective completion of the Y-Finance Drive Y-Finance drive, our $2500 contributions totaling over $2500. In conclusion, we will be turned in the Y confident in meeting the goal of $5000.

The drive Chairman Joe Clshady says that the funds will be used for the expansion of the campus and for the purchase of new equipment.

Radio Top

Although final reports are not yet in, it looks like the student body has contributed with a total of $410, with Olles, Bligh, Hillator, and Blakely Corporation leading in that order. The drive gives $30,000. 4000, on campus undergraduates, 3300, on the faculty and student body.

This money will make up one of the best drives in the history of the Y, it will go almost directly into the hands of the students. A report of the Y that benefited an equal amount to the student body.

They Also Serve

Although the drive was run by Bob Etilan, in charge of publicity, Carl Clain, president, and Webster, treasurer, the drive was run by Desoto, Schneider, faculty, Peter Kranes, Bruce Blocker, Jack McKee, Bill Cox and the staff of the University.

It is expected that the drive will exceed the $5000 goal.

Annual Alumni Dance

The 1947 Annual Alumni Dance was held this weekend at the Country Club Hotel, 95 Bali Road, Hollywood. The non-profit dance was held by Bill LaBon's father, who did a fine job at the door, collecting and keeping guests and members of the Alumni.

Darts to Daily at Valentine Formal

New members of the Dental School and their dates, dressed in formal attire, will gather at Pierino's, a famous restaurant in San Marino, for a traditional New Year's Eve dinner.

Black Men to Square Circle

Black Men will do their part in this important film, which promises to be the one to watch this Saturday. From $800 until 12:00 the event will be held at Commonwealth Hall.

Frosh To Get Word On Options

A frosh meeting will be held on Friday at 3:30. Pick up pre-registration cards in the EEO Office between those hours.

Fellowship Open To Grad Students

The Claremont Hills Junior College has a number of open fellowships for the academic year 1947-8. The fellowships are available for students in all fields of study.

Fellowship Group to Discuss Belief

"I don't see how, that they shouldn't believe that we should have the God!" This has been the cry of the students who are concerned about the future of the Fellowship. The Fellowship has been invited to come out and participate in the discussion.

Fellowship Group to Discuss Belief

The Fellowship will meet on Tuesday evening at 7:30 in the Fellowship Room in the Administration Building.

"Oil Industry" Alumni Topic

Speaking on the subject, "The Petroleum Industry," Mr. J. H. Blacker, President of the Alumni Placement Distribution Series meet every Thursday evening. The time for this important address is 7:30 p.m. The location, the Lounge of Blacker House.

The discussion will cover the future of the industry and the problems and solutions involved in the petroleum industry's problems. The discussion will be of interest to all students and faculty members.

Pre Registration

The next lecture in this series entitled "The Petroleum Industry," will be held on Thursday, February 22 at 7:30 p.m. The location, the Lounge of Blacker House.

The lecture will be held on Thursday, February 22 at 7:30 p.m. The location, the Lounge of Blacker House.
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Whittier, having beaten vaunted forward spurted to within a few points, after five minutes. Again we Redlands going a head by 9 points play of zone defense. Redlands lands to a

decisive climax to the superb game rowing the margin. For the rest played by the Engineers last

Don A. Roby.

The above outline is far from (Continued on Page

FOR THE BEST IN CARGAS SEE THE

LAKE FLORISTS

104 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE

 Pasadena, California

Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Valentine's Day

DOCK KNOLL

Cleaners and Laundry

ONE DAY Service

AT REQUEST NO EXTRA CHARGE

FOR DRY CLEANING

902 East California Street

(4 Doors East of Lake)

SY. 3-6704

Next Door to Caltech Barber Shop

FOR SPRING SPORTS

TENNIS — GOLF

BASEBALL AND TRACK

SUPPLIES

AT SCHOOL PRICES

CHAMBERLAIN ATHLETIC CO.

27 South El Molino

Sy. 4-6141

Next to Pasadena Playhouse

FREe PKrING In J. H. BIGGERS LOT
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CaltechCASABAUGH

Drop to League Leaders

By J. P. Wilt

Victory would have been a fitting climax to Whittier game played by the Engineers last Saturday night, but hard luck creased its ugly head and helped Redlands to a 23-24 win.

The Bulldogs got off a 5-1 lead in the first seven minutes. The Beavers then got hot, narrowing the margin to 5-6 for the rest of the first half there was never more than 5 points difference or less than 2, the half ending with Redlands ahead 16-10.

Dogs Go Ahead

In the second half spectators saw the pattern repeated with Redlands going a head by 9 points after five minutes. Again we spurned within the five points, but could not take the lead.

The above outline is far from the whole story, however. A defense which revealed anything so far this year, had the Bulldogs scored least to the point of panic.

Defensive Sharp

Patterson and Montgomery led the team in its exceptional display of poll defense. Redlands turned inward for the rest of the game.

(Retumed on Page 4)

SPAIN Sports

SPEAKIN' SPORTS with Mike

Did you see the fire ball blazing over one of our last Saturday nights? With a good cost of use, the whole town was hand in hand to extinguish them from the Globe Theatre? We had two time we came across it as a Redlands night because the Bulldogs were just as hot as any night.

A special kiss on the forehead to Montgomery who was out standing in the game. He was our superior defensive秀 that took it on the chin. Redlands then made a tough effort in the last 10 minutes as in a busy book.

Caltech had lost its first two games, and this one was a popular defensive show that Teach got up. Swinney, our head man, made a tough effort in the last 10 minutes as in a busy book.

Caltech had lost its first two games, and this one was a popular defensive show that Teach got up. Swinney, our head man, made a tough effort in the last 10 minutes as in a busy book.

Bevo Bowlers Drop Toughie

Bob Ricketts pointed out that our game was better than the Cal Poly, the bowlers pulled out a 21-37 haul time before to overcome our_lineups (21-37) in the second outing. Big spurt to this was Dave Strever, who bowled a 140-point in the second half.

Fair Neck.

High score in the game, how ever, was John Geer, who knocked total of 131 pins. Altogether nine pins broke the scoring rubs to make the win a team victory. For another out, Kay Fryer put in a good score, a 150-pin game. I. H. god ish and Bill Peterson singletons.

Darts Defeat Hot Rowdies For Show

Last week, the Distributor TV bowl charged handle as the like basketball team downed a scare, both parties shooting five by the score of 26-22. The combined efforts of Rickett's high pointers Biercott, Kar-

nake, and Mosley were not good enough to keep Dalmany's Tyson and Ross from winning. The team's lead bounced back and forth as the game progressed, but in the final moments it was the rowdies pulled through with three more points.

For

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Place Your Order for a Coarse Early

JONKER'S FLORISTS

Corner of Lake and California

Only a Few Blooms from Tech

AT CALTECH

PRACTICALLY EVERY MAN LIKES

Arrow Shirts and Ties

shirts $3.65 up

ties $1.50 up

For the special student rates just ask our help. Is that your order now. Also is the tie that you want in your preferred color style. And don't worry about the time, not even if you order Arrow first.

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES

UNDERWEAR • HANKIE HANKIES • SPORTS SHIRTS

ARROWSHIRTS&TIES

THREE DECORATIVE COLLARS

A C T I V E 

For the spring, come in and see our spring Catalog. Mix and match any of our ties to go with your spring clothes in your preferred color style. And don't worry about the time, not even if you order Arrow first.

TOTALING'S TWO-DOLLAR AD

34 E. COLORADO ST.

WEAR FOR ARMY UNIFORM USES

shirt $3.65 up

ties $1.50 up

The reason college men usually ask for "Arrow" is that after your first shirts, these shirts are specially made for you. For the special student rates just ask our help. Is that your order now. Also is the tie that you want in your preferred color style. And don't worry about the time, not even if you order Arrow first.

ARROW SHIRTS&TIES

THREE DECORATIVE COLLARS

A C T I V E 

For the spring, come in and see our spring Catalog. Mix and match any of our ties to go with your spring clothes in your preferred color style. And don't worry about the time, not even if you order Arrow first.
Peggy Dow

"My very first Chesterfield made me a Chesterfield smoker for keeps. They're MILDER."

FEATURED IN
"WOMAN IN HIDING"
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

At NORTHWESTERN and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.*

Peggy Dow

"Beautiful Northwestern Alumna, says:
"My very first Chesterfield made me
a Chesterfield smoker for keeps. They're MILDER."

CORSAGES
YOUR DATE WILL LOVE
at Reasonable Prices
CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
26 East California Street
SYcamore 2-6939
In the Middle of the Block